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SEICHIM AND THE LEGEND OF THE SISTERHOOD OF THE ROSE
By Dr. Christine Henderson
Seichim is an ancient mystery system of profound knowledge that has been developed and
perpetuated by a mythical group of women called the Sisterhood of the Rose. More aspects of the
legend of Seichim are being discovered all the time but the key aspect, and the basis of the
learning of the Sisterhood, is its link with antiquity, wisdom and knowledge and with the
foundations of universal law.
Members of the Sisterhood of the Rose were and still are wisdom keepers. Seichim is linked with
the Goddess energy and with the divine feminine in its many forms. Particular forms of the
Goddess energy, which are directly connected with Seichim, include the energies of Isis in Egypt
and many people are initially drawn to making an Egyptian connection. This is often only the first
step as other archetypes emerge to help with the journey. Kwan-Yin and Kwaneen are two forms
of the Goddess of Mercy in the East, both of whom are predominantly Goddesses of Mercy. The
Black Madonna, in Poland, France, Switzerland and Mexico forms another component of the
Goddess Walk. 1White Buffalo Calf Woman in the United States and in Australia the wonderful
Rainbow Serpent Mother of the Aboriginal people are all energetically willing and able to create
a personal incredible relationship with you. This process has been termed 'The Goddess Walk'
Each of these archetypes represents the mother Goddess, or the feminine ray of energy. The wise
woman form of the Goddess helps to bring an understanding of the mystery of Death and of Life
itself and the way in which life is preserved through death. The Goddess holds the key to eternal
wisdom and so the practice of seichim, the art of the Goddess, brings with it a key to truth, trust

and wisdom. The rate at which truth, trust and wisdom are absorbed depends on the rate at which
the individual can integrate the experience into daily life in a practical sense. The Sisterhood is
also closely linked with the devic, faery and elvin kingdoms. The extent of this linkage is being
discovered now and is bringing with it some fascinating revelations. The current configuration of
the many worlds, which compose our universe, is such that we are gaining increased levels of
access to them at this point.
The format of the Sisterhood may be of interest. There were twelve groups of twelve women who
formed the basis of the Sisterhood of the Rose. The Divine Feminine was expressed as a Goddess
who led each group of women. The Goddess is the manifestation of the feminine essence, that
essence just described that has manifested in different generations and in different ways across all
the nations of the world, producing with it variations of the same theme.
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These are just some of the sites where the Black Madonna can be found.
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The Goddess symbol is the Rose, and the Rose is often the first thing that draws a person into a
relationship with the Sisterhood. But the magic and energy of the Goddess vibration and the
Sisterhood of the Rose then extends us to a relationship with the Stars, and the Shambala Star in
particular. This is the new energy of Seichim, the magical and incredible link with the stars.

Each group of the original twelve women was loosely organised into the four cardinal directions
of North, South, East and West. Their work involved holding each colour ray steady, and
balancing their work within the four quadrants of the earth under the guidance of the appropriate
Goddess and with the assistance of the angelic realms. It is thought that the members of the
Sisterhood came from the Sect of Essenes with Mary the Mother as their Master Essene. The
wisdom contained in the lost scrolls includes information about the Sisterhood and the feminine
face of God lost for centuries. Information and knowledge was also stored in Tibet. Tibet is a
land were revelations come in the monasteries and nunneries situated in high places where there
are no distractions. It is just you, the Earth and God. Every monastery is unique. One
monastery, called the Monastery of the Mystic Rose acted as the record keeper of the Rose
Records. This was the case.
The Sisterhood today is a Supreme Healing force, a gathering of the goddess, in the realm of the
new energies. The Sisterhood acts as a major custodian of the sacred wisdom. Its purpose is to
heal all of the kingdoms on Planet Earth, an enormous claim, but the way in which this healing
takes place is part of the sacred knowledge that is only released to initiates. As epochs in human
history have needed certain colour rays or healing tools the Sisterhood has as its role the
management and development of the different energy and light vibrations. The Sisterhood has a
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direct linkage to the universal symbols. They are the guardians of these universal symbols and
they are responsible for releasing these symbols to us at this time.
The members of the Sisterhood work independently and in cooperation with each other. Each
individual member of the Sisterhood has a particular talent in terms of creativity, which she uses,
to its fullest possible extent. And so, there are writers, artists, healers, mothers, grandmothers,
sisters and friends. All the elements of these roles have a significant place and a major
contribution to make within the Sisterhood. And externally all contribute to the creation of a
critical mass, which is charged with changing the negative into the positive at a local, national,
international and universal level. The Sisterhood is a Holy Alliance,2 and more information
becomes available on this emerging energy during the study of Seichim. Because not only is
Seichim a Holy Alliance itself, it is part of a larger Holy Alliance, one which is important for the
furtherance of the positive energy of Mother Earth. The excitement of the new vibrations coming
into all our lives is reflected in the increase of activity amongst the membership of the Sisterhood
at this particular time. Women and men are increasingly being drawn to the simple and
straightforward energy of seichim, because its principles are universal.
Women and men alike are being drawn to understand the nature of the sacred contract that they
have with the universe, and how they can work in co-operation with the Angelic realms. The
Angelic realms manage the energy grids of the earth and keep the polarities in balance, in order to
secure the health and well being of Planet Earth. The Sisterhood has a direct linkage to these
realms and to the universal symbols themselves. Members of the Sisterhood have always acted as
the guardians of these universal symbols. They are responsible for releasing these symbols to us
now. And so, if you feel a connection with the Sisterhood it is important that you honour it.
Now is the right moment for you to make your universal declaration in order to fulfil your
full potential. Seichim is one path that can be chosen to enable an individual to do just this
in a gentle, progressive and wondrous way.
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THE PRAYER OF THE SISTERHOOD
Sisters this is your long awaited wake-up call
It is time now to emerge from the long winter of universal seclusion
The Great Central Sun has risen so now we can teach in our own style
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The Holy Alliance is not simply one between the members of the Sisterhood, however. It is much more
complex than this, although the Sisterhood is definitely involved.
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That this life is no more than an elaborate illusion.
The centuries in retreat and hiding are over now
There will be no more wondering if it is right
For us to emerge making our myths and legends public
We have journeyed together, sisters, through the dark shadow of the night.
We have reached the end of the major stage of the journey
We have worked, toiled, laughed and sighed
We have walked together and independently along the way
And as some of our friends were lost to the cause we cried and cried.
Now the depth of darkness is transformed into our mutual friend
It is bringing love and bright white light
It is pushing urgently through our bodies into every hidden crevice
Opening us to the knowledge and understanding of our might.
We welcome with arms open wide the Brotherhood
We acknowledge joyfully our Holy Alliance
The male community with whom we have been associated on this road
Who sometimes has brought out our feelings of defiance.
But now a time for extraordinary celebration is here
In the Garden of Eden, where Atlantis has risen
Flowers adorn every available open space
And now in every living thing there is no schism.
Suddenly three Phoenix fly across the sky as we watch
The five Russian dolls stand here too in their appointed place
The new archetypes are positive, extraordinary, illuminated and strong
They are reflected in the starry brilliance of each watching face.
We thank the Goddess, the Angelic Beings, the devas and the sprites
Who have helped us on our quest
They have carried us through the depth of the mire
Even when we cried out - 'Please let us rest.'
They have whispered words of wisdom, support and guidance
Whenever we have faltered or seemed frail
They have never been critical or abrupt
Even when we asked 'May we leave this trail?'
Our collective call to move forward is accompanied by music
Music from our soul, our essence and our own heart
It is time for acceptance by this world and all the others
Emerge from hiding now my sisters. Let us make this brand new start!
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